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Saying thank you, showing respect

E

ach issue of TransTopix

tor who
leaves the
features one of Transyscab clean.
tems guiding values. In
Express
this issue that value is
appreciation
“Respect.”
to the techAt Transystems respect means
nician who
that we treat each other as we
promptly
want to be treated.
fixes a probOne of the important ways to
lem. Acdemonstrate respect is saying
“thank you.” Recognizing every- knowledge help from everyone
who pitches in.
day effort is important because
Courtesy is another simple
everyday effort is the core of our
expression of respect. All of us
shared success. We should not
save our thanks only for extraor- know the courtesies we appreciate: that clean cab, being
dinary efforts.
on time, prompt paperwork, a
Thank the driver or opera-

“heads up” about weather conditions, respectful language, and
patience, among many others.
One way the company shows
respect for employees is by
investing in good equipment
and quality training. The driving
simulators and Doosan loader
are examples of investments
intended to improve working
conditions.
I express my respect for everyone at Transystems by saying
thanks.
Scott Lind,
President and COO

Long-term customers renew contracts

T

ransystems has renewed
contracts with two of
the company’s long-term
customers, American
Crystal Sugar Company and
Sidney Sugars, Inc.
The multi-year contracts extend long runs with ACSC and
its subsidiary, SSI. Transystems
started hauling beets in Sidney
in 1969 and in the Red River
Valley in 1983.
“The two contracts are for the
same scope of work,” Executive Vice President for Strategic
Development Errol Rice said.
“Both areas have had strong crop
growth in the past few years, so
there should be more opportunity as the crops continue to
expand.”
The contract renewals are good
news for the company and for
employees.
“The renewals represent an
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extension of the safe and stable working environment that
Transystems is striving for,”
Errol noted. “We look forward to
continuing our work with longterm, valued customers,."
“Everyone at ACSC greatly
values our long-term partnership
with Transystems and so we are
very pleased to have it extended,”
ACSC Vice President of Agriculture Brian Ingulsrud said. “The
logistical work done so professionally by Transystems over the
years has been instrumental in
our company’s success. Having a
trusted partner like Transystems
focused on the logistical portion
of our business allows ACSC to
focus on being among the best
in the world at growing, storing
and processing sugar beets.”
Transystems has plenty of work
to get done under the new contracts. In the Red River Valley,

Transystems hauls from some
35-plus pile sites to five factories.
In Sidney, there are five pile sites
and a single factory.
Sidney was the second factory where Transystems started
hauling sugar beets. In 1968, the
company began hauling sugar
beets to the Hardin, MT, factory of Holly Sugar Corporation,
also the owner of the Sidney
factory. Holly was pleased with
Transystems work at Hardin and
the next year engaged Transystems to deliver beets to factories
at Sidney and Torrington and
Worland, WY. The operation at
Worland continues to be a valued customer of Transystems.
Transystems dedicated a small
fleet of equipment to each factory and used a larger fleet to move
from Torrington to Worland to
See CONTRACTS, Next page

Company salutes All Star employees

T

hirty-three million

miles is a very, very
long way. That’s how
many miles Transystems drivers travel each year,
serving customers during the
sugar beet campaigns and summer construction.
How far is that? To put it into
perspective, company drivers
could go around the globe 1,320
times each year or take 138 oneway trips to the moon. They
could make it to Mars, almost,
but with no return ticket.
The 900-plus drivers who haul
more than 22 million tons of
beets and other material each
year are part of a big team. Dozens of technicians, loader operators and administrative staff help
to keep those wheels rolling.
Each year, All Star performers
are chosen from the company’s
14 projects. Once again, we salute and thank the All Stars and
the entire Green Team for jobs
well done.

American Falls All Star
Brock Kelsey, above, and
Dylan Kelly, below.

Billings

American Falls

Brock Kelsey is new to the
company this year stepping into
the lead technician position at
the American Falls shop.
“Brock goes above and be-

Contracts

Continued from Page 2

Sidney. This approach allowed
each factory to meet its needs
and share in the economies of
scaled provided by the larger
fleet.
Transystems made a big leap in
1983 when the company started

a great job in helping to get the
new shop running and taking on
the day-to-day operations of the
shop.”
Brock is an All Star because
he is eager to learn and is doing
a great job keeping Transystems
equipment on the road and safe.
Dylan Kelly also is a new
employee at Transystems American Falls Project. He joined the
project as a technician.
“Dylan has a lot of experience
and is someone that other employees can lean on in the shop
for advice or to ask questions
about how to repair something
they are unsure of,” Carson said.
“He brings a lot to Transystems
with his mechanical background
and is very good at helping
out and coaching others in the
shop.”
Dylan is another key person
in the American Falls operation
helping keep everyone on the
road safely.
Billings lead technician Chad
McLaughlin is a company All
Star.
Chad started with Transys-

yond in any way he can to help
out everyone,” Project Manager See All STARS, Next page
Carson Munk said. “He has done
delivering beets to ACSC’s factories at Moorhead, East Grand
Forks, and Crookston, MN, and
Drayton, ND. Transystems added the Hillsboro, ND, factory in
1984.
The contract with ACSC nearly
doubled the size of Transystems
sugar beet fleet.
The new venture was a success

due to the excellent workforce
Transystems attracted in the Red
River Valley.
Some of the people who joined
Transystems in those early years
in the valley remain with the
company.
Among them are Greg (Chaser) Jenson, Scott Lind and Dan
Brennan.
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All Stars take ownership of their work
Continued from Page 3
tems in Worland in 2016 and
worked as a laborer, loader
operator and technician. He
also spent time running a
loader in Idaho.
“Chad takes personal ownership of the Billings shop
and equipment,” Project
Manager Tracy Magnus said.
“He makes sure that everyone
who is available to drive has
a well-functioning and safe
truck. No matter what time of
day, if there is an issue he can
help with, he is available and
willing to chip in.”
He is constantly looking
for safer and more efficient
ways to get the job done and
is quick to help anyone in
need. His focus is on keeping drivers moving with as
little downtime as possible,
Tracy said.
He serves on the project
safety committee. His willingness to pitch in when and
where needed is very much
appreciated.
For example, he finished the
Worland campaign last year
then went to assist in Idaho
to finish that campaign. He
worked in Worland for a short
time this fall before the tractors started rolling in Billings.
“Chad stays late on a regular basis, and answers phone
calls 24/7 for mechanical
issues in both Billings and
Worland,” Tracy added.
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All Stars from Transystems newest project are lead technician Chad McLaughlin, left, and Billings Project driver
Jason Struthers, right.

ing fuel trailers, or making
sure he hauls every load he
can in a day, he always puts
his best effort into his day.”
A newcomer to TransysAnd he does it all with a
tems, Jason Struthers is
quick wit and sense of humor.
already proving to be an All
His daily banter brings a smile
Star.
to everyone with whom he
He came to the Billings
works. He also serves on the
project in July as a laborer
safety committee.
before the beet haul began.
“He hasn’t had the chance
“He helped us get the projyet, but he is eagerly anticiect off the ground by cleaning, pating summer jobs,” Tracy
painting and helping in any
said.
other ways he could,” Tracy
Jason and his wife Katie
said. “Jason works with the
and children Cory, Tatum and
motto that all jobs are everyWinter moved to Montana
one’s responsibility to help
from Minnesota a few years
with. Whether it’s helping
pick up spilled beets by hand, ago. They make their home in
assisting as a handyman, mov- Fromberg.
In his free time, Chad loves
spending time with his two
sons, Caleb and Ethan.

All Stars wear many hats on the job
Continued from Page 4

Crookston

Crookston All Star Dominic
Leblanc wears many hats at
the project. He is a night shift
loader operator, excavator
operator, substitute driver and
“do it all helper,” according to
Project Manager Robin Novak.
Dominic started as a loader operator and quickly excelled at the position. He then
cross-trained on the excavator
during tear down and also excelled at that. This season he
added his CDL and sometimes
substitutes as a driver
“Dominic has been a trustworthy employee since day
one, taking real good care
of Transystems equipment,”
Robin said. “He runs the yard
with proficiency and always
lends a hand to the drivers if
they have truck problems.”
This season he is taking on the
role as a mentor to the new
operators, training them as
needed
He is almost always willing to pick up an extra shift
if needed, Robin added. He
works safely and watches out
for the safety of his co-workers. Dominic does it all with a
smile and cheerful attitude.
When not working hard at
Transystems, Dominic works
hard on his family’s farm and
is starting one of his own.

Lead tech Brandon Hadden, left, and "do it all
helper" Dominic Leblanc,
above are Crookston Project All Stars.

Lead technician Brandon
Heddan is another Crookston
All Star.
Brandon started at Transystems in November 2013. He
has primarily worked at the
East Grand Forks and Crookston Projects. Brandon has
filled in at almost all of the
RRV projects and in Sidney,
MT. He also has worked on
summer construction projects.
“Brandon has been at the
Crookston project since November 2015 as the lead
tech,” Robin said. “He has
trained at least four technicians. He shows great leadership in patiently teaching
others the Transystems way.”
Brandon keeps the Crookston trucks running at a high
rate, often working small
repairs in in a few minutes
during shift change minimizing the drivers’ down time.

“He often works strange hours
when needed,” Robin said.
Brandon is a stock car racing
veteran hoping to get back
into the game this summer, if
he can find the right car.

Drayton

Although he’s only been
with Transystems a few
months, Lead Technician
Matthew Daddino has already proven himself an All
Star at the Drayton Project.
“We can count on Matt to
keep the trucks in good working order, ensuring the safety
of our employees,” Project
Manager Billy Holum said.
He greets his co-workers
with a smile and sets a great
example in the safety department. He serves on the safety
committee and always has the
proper PPE on.

See All STARS, Next page
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All Stars are willing to lend a hand

All Star Matthew Daddino
is the lead technician at the
Drayton Project.

Curt Haynes is the All Star lead technician at the East
Grand Forks Project.

that adds to the work environment for everyone she is
Continued from Page 5
in contact with.”
“He is the first guy to work
She shows up on time
and the last one to leave,”
and serves on the safety
Billy said. “And he is willcommittee. In her free time,
ing to help out wherever
Krystal enjoys photography
needed.”
and spending time with her
He’s a fan of cold weather
husband Doug and their four
sports, which is a good thing
children: Johnathon, 16,
around here. He enjoys
Joseph, 14, Aspyn, 11, and
Snow Cats and snowboardJaxon, 10.
ing. He is also a competitive
long-range shooter. His wife
East Grand Forks
is Andrea.
Curt Haynes is the lead
Another newcomer is an
technician at the East Grand
All Star at Drayton.
Forks Project. There are
Krystal Wilson joined
Transystems many reasons he is a project
All Star.
this fall as a
“Curt is a great team
clerk.
“She excels player and includes his team
of techs in the success that
at her new
has been going on here in
job and is
EGF,” Project Manager Rick
always asking what else Larson said. “He took over
Krystal
the lead spot and has turned
she can do to
help out,” Billy said. “She is it into a great asset to the
a very happy individual and project.”
His work ethic has spread.
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His team shows up early and
stays late to make sure tractors and trailers are in safe
operating condition.
“The fierce cold conditions do not slow him
down,” Rick said. “When
asked to go above and beyond, he does it with a
smile.”
Curt is very innovative
and is always looking for
better and more efficient
ways to accomplish tasks
He has been with Transystems four years as a technician. He started his career in
Hillsboro as a tech for three
years, before taking on lead
tech duties at EGF.
He is a big fan of DOT
pretzels and often brings
them to work to share.
Off duty, Curt raises cattle
and has horses. He enjoys
spending time with family,
doing chores and trail riding.

See All STARS, Next page

All Stars enjoy workplace camaraderie
Continued from Page 6
John Peterson is an All
Star loader operator with a
CDL at the East Grand Forks
Project.
He has been
with Transystems 11 years
as a loader operator, but also
drives on days
when he isn’t
John
in the loader.
“John takes ownership in
his work,” Rick said. “When
asked to help at other projects
or to do other jobs, he says
yes with a smile.”
John said he enjoys operating the joystick loaders
because the steering is much
easier.
When asked what he likes
best about work, he said it is
being home daily. He also
likes the camaraderie at work
with his coworkers, Rick
added.
Besides work, John loves
spending time camping and
boating in the summer with
family and friends.
“Thank you, Curt and John,
for your hard work and dedication,” Rick concluded.

Hillsboro

Hillsboro Clerk Tessa Kent
is a project All Star for many
reasons: enthusiasm, efficiency and adherence to the
company’s safety culture are
among them.

“Tessa is
always asking if there
is anything
that needs to
be done after
she completes
Tessa
her assigned
duties,” Project
Manager Eric Escobedo said.
“She always searches out
extra tasks to complete and is
great on getting things done in
a timely manner.”
If a project employee has
an administrative issue, Tessa
takes charge of the problem
and tries to find an answer
quickly. And she does it with
a great attitude and constant
smile on her face, Eric noted.
Tessa is always at work on
time and sometimes she even
beats the managers in to tackle a job early. She has been
known to stay late to wrap it
up, too.
Safety is important to Tessa.
She serves on the project’s
safety committee and takes
the job to heart.
“Tessa is always thinking
about the safety of co-workers. Even on her way into
work, she keeps an eye on
road and weather conditions
and lets the management team
know if there are hazards in
her area,” Eric said.
Her willingness to work the
summer schedule as well as
the sugar beet campaign was
noted.

“She bounces around as
needed from beets to summer
work,” Eric said. “Tessa has
been a big help with summer
construction and has also been
a clerk for construction.”
When she’s not hard at
work, Tessa enjoys spending time with her friends and
family, especially her husband
Eric, two dogs, Trigger and
Duke, and Bella the cat.
Technician Jonathan Rivard is one of those guys you
can count on to get the job
done, no matter what.
“Jonathan has gone above and
beyond at his
position as a
technician and
is not afraid
to get down
and dirty,”
Eric said. “He
works extra
Jonathan
time to complete
work at hand and never wants
to leave a job unfinished.
And he’s not afraid to take
his talents out into the cold.
He has gone out to work on
equipment in frigid conditions
when necessary.”
“Jonathan will not be
trumped by something that
takes him time to get down
and will not give up,” Eric
added.
Jonathan’s first concern is
the safety of the Hillsboro
drivers. “He is always looking

See All STARS, Next page
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All Stars watch out for co-workers
Continued from Page 7

out for drivers,” Eric said. “If
the equipment is not safe to
drive, he will let the driver
and manager know, keeping
everyone safe.”
His work is done with a
smile and courteous demeanor.
Jonathan always works safely and makes sure the proper
tools are used and equipment
is locked out when he is working on it.
His summers are usually
spent in the Hillsboro shop.
But if called upon for construction, Jonathan is willing
to go and learn a new experience.
On his days off, he enjoys
being at home with his family
and playing video games.

Pete Veenstra, left, is an All Star welder in the Manufacturing
Project. All Star John Chope runs the waterjet for the project.

flexible. His shift has been
changed several times in order
to keep up with demand.
“He has changed his shifts,
stayed late and come in early several times to ensure
that parts are available when
needed. He’s always happy to
help,” Derek said. “John also
jumps around helping others
when and where needed. He
has worked days, nights and
weekends. He is always willWaterjet and press brake op- ing to help others and is willManufacturing
erator
John Chope started his ing to perform many tasks,
The Manufacturing Project’s
whether it’s holding parts in
2018 All Stars are Pete Veen- career with Transystems as a
flumer in Paul two years ago. place or helping lift things.
stra and John Chope.
Pete joined Transystems as a He came to manufacturing in He’s even helped pull hoses
and wires on trailers.”
February 2017 to become a
welder in September 2016.
John’s good attitude and
Since Day One, he has shown welder. But plans changed.
adherence to the company’s
“I had an opening on the
up ready to work, Project
safety standards also were
waterjet and John decided to
Manager Derek Torix said.
noted.
try
that
out,”
Derek
said.
“He
“Pete rarely misses a day of
In his free time, John enjoys
picked it up quickly and well.
work and is usually early for
hunting.
his shift,” Derek said. “He is a He makes sure that we don’t
hard worker and stays on task, run out of materials as we
build. There are always parts
Moorhead
getting the job done quickly
cut
and
bent
to
keep
the
trailer
Moorhead Project All Star
and with high quality.”
building
moving
forward.”
Zach
Terhaar started with
He has also stepped up to
As well as being a good, de- the company in August 2015.
help train new crew members.
pendable
worker, John is also See All STARS, Next page
He will jump on any task that
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needs to be done and works
hard and at a steady pace to
complete his work in a timely
manner.
“Pete has no problem showing up early and staying late if
need be,” Derek said. “If there
is extra work available, he is
usually on it.”
When he’s not working,
Pete’s hobbies include fishing,
hunting and dirt bike riding.

All Stars learn quickly, adapt to change

Continued from Page 8

Before joining us, he worked
as a marine technician.
“It didn’t take Zach long
to pick up on being a diesel
technician,” Project Manager
Jason Holm reported.
During his second summer with Transystems, Zach
stepped up to help out. He
traveled to all the projects in
the Red River Valley performing summer maintenance on
the loaders.
“His hard work and ability to pick things up quickly
on the loaders led to a new
position in the RRV,” Jason
said. “He is now our traveling
loader technician.”
Zach travels to all the pile
sites and projects to perform
preventive inspections and
repairs.
“Zach’s organizational skills
and strong work ethic have
improved the condition of our
loaders,” Jason said. “It has
been fun to watch Zach learn,
grow and start becoming a
leader in his role.”

Geoff Glenn is always willing
to lend a hand in Nampa.

Nampa

Geoff Glenn describes
himself as, “A goat farmer not
smart enough to quit.” But at
Nampa, Project Manager Jim
Woodward describes Geoff as
an employee with the skills
to do any task in the project.
That’s part of the reason he is
Zach Terhaar does All Star
an All Star.
technical work in Moorhead.
Geoff started with Tranproject manager and me that
systems
in June of 2012 as
there was a young man who
a driver at the Boise Project.
was interested in working at
one of our projects. Thankful- When that project closed in
2016, Geoff migrated to the
ly, I was the first one out of
Nampa Project as a transport
my chair,” Jason said.
Joe has been a great asset to driver. Geoff’s many skills
quickly became known. He
the project and the company.
He worked as a full-time beet has performed nearly every
truck driver and has gone on a task in the project from transport driver, dispatcher, loader
Joe Kreidelcamp is another few construction projects.
Moorhead All Star.
“This year Joe earned a new operator, and yard coordinator. But it is his helpful
He has been working at
title, ‘Lowboy Joe,’” Jason
Moorhead since said. Joe started hauling load- attitude that makes him stand
apart, according to Jim. “He is
December of
ers and excavators this past
2014.
fall and has turned into one of known by every employee as
“We were at a
the best heavy-haul employees someone who is always willing to give a helping hand,”
managers’ meet- I’ve known. To date Joe has
ing when some- hauled more than 150 loaders Jim said.
Born and raised in Nevada,
one came in and in the RRV.”
See All STARS, Next page
said to another
Great jobs, Joe and Zach.
Joe
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All Stars enjoy the challenges of work

Continued from Page 9

he came to the Treasure Valley
in 1976. He has been married
to his wife Kelly for 32 years.
During the long hours of the
beet campaign, Kelly carries
the load of managing their
growing goat farm. They have
one son, Lucas, who is finishing his associate degree and is
a certified diesel mechanic.
In his free time Geoff enjoys
hunting, fishing, camping,
and working at his friend’s
gold mine. In his earlier years,
Geoff worked for Amalgamated Sugar, operating the piler
in the Mangum piling station.
Geoff says the Boise Project’s
Canadian haul brought him to
Transystems but working with
good people keeps him here.

Eddie Markam is an All Star
with a constant smile at the
Nampa Project.

driving challenges offered by
hauling beets.
Eddie has been married 33
years to his wife Brenda. They
have two daughters, Stephanie
and Kelly. In his spare time,
Eddie enjoys restoring old
cars and is currently working
on a 1928 Chevrolet Sedan.
He also enjoys woodworking
projects, which now includes
After 16 years, “over-theremodeling the family house.
road” Eddie Markam has
“Eddie always wears a
found a home at Transystems. smile and is recognized by his
“We are fortunate to have an laughter,” Jim said. “Eddie,
employee with Eddie’s talent thanks for what you bring to
working for the Nampa ProjTransystems and the Nampa
ect,” Jim said.
Project.”
Eddie was raised on a dairy
farm in Burley, ID, and miPaul
grated to the Treasure Valley
Travis "Tray" Perkins
27 years ago. He saw the ban- and Martin Segoziano are
ner truck near the freeway and the Paul Project All Stars this
decided to give Transystems
year.
a try. This is Eddie’s second
Tray started his career with
campaign with Transystems.
Transystems in 2014 when he
He also worked last year on
started as a loader operator for
summer projects.
the Paul yard.
Eddie describes himself as
His organizational skills and
“easy going” and likes the
great voice soon led him to a
10 TransTopix Winter 2018

Paul yard coordinator Tray
Perkins shines as an All Star.

different job with the company.
“It was quickly obvious that
Tray had a great radio voice
as well as a great understanding of production,” Coral
Torix, Paul Project Manager,
said. “I recognized his potential and made him the Paul
yard coordinator.”
He excelled at the job,
proving that he could dispatch
trucks in a way that maximized production to keep up
with factory needs. He also
dispatches with such efficiency that drivers maximize their
time, too.
He didn’t stop there. The
following year, he served
as the yard coordinator four
nights a week and stepped up
as a substitute supervisor two
nights a week. On his days
off, he can often be spotted
sitting in his Suburban on the

See All STARS, Next page

All Stars are dedicated, dependable
Continued from Page 10

haul road just checking to see
how things are going.
“Tray comes to work with a
smile on his face and a positive attitude,” Coral said.
"He’s always telling me how
much he loves his job and all
the people within the company.”
He proved his dedication to
the job after medical issues
resulted in the partial amputation of his right foot.
“He was in the hospital for
seven days and unbelievably
showed up to my office the
day he was released and wanted to get back to work,” Coral
reported. “Tray is a huge asset
to me and this company. He
has definitely proven to be an
All Star and hopes to be back
in the loader soon.”
Martin Segoziano started
working for Transystems in
November
2016 as a
Maintenance
Technician in
the Paul shop.
“Even though
he hasn’t been
Martin
with Transystems long, he has
proven to be very proficient
and knowledgeable with his
job,” Coral said. “He received
his experience at a very young
age, working with his dad as a
diesel mechanic.”

Martin is always eager to
come to work and always has
a smile on his face. He is willing to go out of town or cover
extra shifts whenever asked.
“Martin was born and raised
here in the Burley area and
spends his time off helping
his mom and dad,” Coral said.
“We are fortunate to have
Martin as a part of our Transystems family.”

Renville

Larry Ball and Myron
Johnson are the Renville
Project’s 2018 All Stars.
Larry is a loader operator
who has been with Transystems since 2006. He also
worked as a driver for the
company and has worked on
summer construction projects.
“Larry has a great attitude
and always has a smile on his
face,” Project Manager Tim
Plumley said. “He is willing
to stay after his shift to help
mentor new loader operators.
He takes excellent care of the
equipment and even picks up
driving shifts on his days off.
If there is a shutdown, he is
always willing to come in the
yard to help.”
The Renville drivers appreciate his clear directions when
approaching the pile sites. He
also keeps a very clean site,
which is appreciated by both
our customer and Transys-

Loader operator Larry Ball is
a Renville All Star.

tems.
He shows up early, stays
late and always wears his
PPE, Tim noted.
Spending time with his family is his top priority on his
days off. His wife Amber also
works at the Renville Project
as a driver.
Myron
joined the
company two
years ago and
excels as a
driver, loader
operator and
mentor.
Myron
“Myron took on
mentoring this summer and
is still helping with training,”
Tim said. “He does a lot for
the PDD training. He is always willing to help out and
can do about everything:

See All STARS, Next page
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All Stars show potential, set examples
Continued from Page 11

drive, load, mentor and run
the excavator and the simulator. He is a great team member to have.”
He’s also been known to
show up with doughnuts to
share.
Myron abides by the company safety standards and
always wears the appropriate
PPE. He is also willing to take
on summer work.

Lead technician Chris Anderson at work in Sidney.

John said. His personal and
professional skills set him
apart. “I haven’t found anything he can’t accomplish,”
Sidney All Star Ryan
John said. "Thank you, Ryan.
Stauffer is a team player.
I can’t say enough what a
great pleasure it is to work
Sidney
with you.”
“All stars, indeed,” Sidney
After joining Transystems
Project Manager John Hoadtwo years ago as a laborer
ley said. “Ryan Stauffer and with aspirations of working
Chris Anderson are standin the shop, Chris Anderson
outs. They show the potential is now the Lead Technician in
and set examples for all to fol- Sidney.
low. You want them on your
“Don’t let a title fool you,”
team. They are always there,
John said. “Here at Sidney
they work in any conditions,
everyone gets down and dirty,
even minus 30. Remember,
lead techs among them.”
Montana winters are not for
Chris has done a great job
wimps.”
for the project. His dedication,
Ryan is a technician in
attitude and willingness to get
Sidney and a real team player, it done are noteworthy.
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“Chris has really helped
move our shop forward with
his team’s support and that
of Director of Maintenance
Brian Gresens,” John added.
“Thanks, Chris, for leading
the way with your team.”
But John didn’t stop there.
He commended the entire
Sidney team and other Transystems employees as All Star
worthy.
“I have seen many people all
over our company,” John said.
“I have worked at many locations and with scores of Transystems employees through
the years. At one point or
another, every individual I
have worked with proved to
be an All Star, from drivers,
load operators, technicians,
supervisors, laborers and our
management team,” he said.
“A special thanks to all my
Sidney employees. You are all
great people. It is my honor to
work with each and every one
of you.”

Twin Falls

In his 17th season as a Transystems driver, Don Runkle
is the face of the Twin Falls
Project, according to Project
Manager Tyler Wetherelt.
“When people talk about old
times at Transytems, Don’s
name is most likely brought
up,” Tyler said.
He shows up early for his
See All STARS, Next page

All Stars step up when they are needed
Continued from Page 12

shifts and rarely misses a day
of work. If he does, “you can
bet it’s not by choice,” Tyler
said.
And he’s generous with his
co-workers.
“At the beginning and end
of the campaign, when customer needs require us to thin
our trucks, Don will volunteer
to be called off so that others
can continue to work,” Tyler
said. “He knows he can get by
and it’s important to him that
others are able to provide for
their families.”
A seasoned driver, Don also
knows his way around the
kitchen. Every few weeks,
Don treats his fellow employees to home-cooked food. He
brings in everything from chili
to cookies to share.
“Very few miss out on an
opportunity to have a piece of
one of Don’s pies,” Tyler said.
“You’d better be one of the
first in line to grab a slice or
you could miss out.”
When he’s not sharing
homemade goods, Don is
setting a good example. He
always wears his PPE and
isn’t afraid to remind others to
put it on.
A veteran of many summer
jobs in Idaho, Don is taking
more of the construction season off these days to spend it
with his family. He has three
grown children, five grand-

Veteran driver Don Runkle has been setting standards
at Twin Falls for 17 years.

has excelled in everything
he’s been asked to do,” Tyler
said. “With minimal guidance,
Mike has become a leader and
has earned the respect of his
coworkers.”
He strives to excel, never
doing the minimum just to get
Substitute-supervisor Mike by.
“Mike goes the extra mile
Jeffries is another Twin Falls
to ensure a safer, less stressful
All Star.
shift for everyone,” Tyler said.
Although he’s only in his
first season with He starts his shift and ends it
with a great attitude.
Transystems,
“His coworkers enjoy workMike stepped
ing
with him because, no matup when the
ter what the situation, Mike is
need arose.
cool under pressure and keeps
He started as
everyone else calm,” Tyler
a loader operMike
added. He shows up early and
ator and was
asked to take the stays late when needed. Mike
also fills in on any job duty
sub-supervisor’s position in
that is needed, from running
the middle of October.
a loader to running the flume.
“Mike took the sub-supervisor spot on short notice and See All STARS, Next page
kids and one great-grandchild.
Don’s favorite summer pastime is fishing. He also likes
to rest up during the summer
so he can be ready when the
next sugar beet campaign rolls
around.
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All Stars know how to work as a team

Continued from Page 13

He always finds a way to get
the job done.
Mike enjoys spending his
time off with his wife Jessica
and their three-year-old son,
Jaxton.
His hobbies include ATVing, shooting, fishing, snowboarding and any other activity that takes him outside.

Worland

Worland has an All-Star team
working this campaign.
“The entrie team at Wor-

land deserves All Star status,”
Steve Torix, Rocky Mountain
Division manager, said.
They started this campaign
with many new drivers, technicians and operators. The
team came together quickly.
The crew consistently
worked together toward a
shared goal. They showed up
early, stayed late and never
complained.
Any time the project was
short on drivers or operators,
every member of the crew
was willing to give up a day

off to help.
They stepped up in every department: loading beets, driving, freeze ups, working on
trucks or loaders to get things
back running to the finish, all
with a positive attitude.
The many long hours of hard
work are very much appreciated.
Each member of the team
at Worland played a role in
making this a successful campaign.
Thank you all for your All
Star accomplishments.

Update on Worland's Jean Sulzbach

W

orland driver
Jean Sulzbach is tackling cancer
with the same determination she has displayed
in her 22 sugar beet
campaigns with Transystems.
Diagnosed with colon cancer shortly after
the campaign started
in Worland, Jean kept
right on working until it
was time to head for her
treatment in Arizona in
late November. A threepart challenge faced her:
radiation, surgery, then
chemotherapy.

See JEAN, Next page
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Longtime Worland driver Jean Sulzbach, left, and her
daughter Crystal are living in Arizona while Jean undergoes
treatment for cancer. She plans on being back in her truck
for the next sugar beet campaign.

Division Reports

Rocky Mountain crew did a great job

C

We lost several
of our veteran employees
this season and
that’s a hard
blow to take.
It’s very difficult to replace
those core, seasoned employees. However, we staffed up
pretty well and never had to
stop a truck for lack of a driver. We’ll work on making our
new hires as good as our veteran employees. And, hopefully, at least one of our mainstay
drivers will be returning next
campaign.
I’m very proud of the way
the crew in Worland handled
our ventilated beets this year.
Last year was the first time

we ventilated the beets and
we did not pull the tubes.
This year, we are pulling the
tubes and doing an excellent
job. Working with almost 500
tubes, only three were bent.
That’s less than a half percent.
The crew dove in and accepted the challenge. I am
very impressed with the team.
We have lots of good people
in both projects. The teams
are small, but cohesive. Like a
family, they pull together.
With the Worland campaign wrapped up and Sidney
drawing to a close, I’d like to
thank both crews for jobs well
done.

Following her chemotherapy, she will stick around AriContinued from Page 14
zona a little longer to have a
At press time, Jean was
hip replaced. Then it’s back to
nearly finished with the radiWorland and her truck for the
ation treatments and was as
2018-19 sugar beet campaign.
cheerful as ever.
Jean counts her blessings.
“I’m still doing good,” she
She said she’s fortunate to
reported. “I just want to get
have great family to depend
this done and get back in my
upon. She’s staying with her
truck. That’s what I tell every- daughter, Crystal, a breast
one.”
cancer survivor, for the duraAfter a brief rest after the ra- tion of her treatment in Aridiation treatments, she will be zona. Her six other children
ready to face the surgery and
rallied around.
chemotherapy.
Her son Rick came from

Colorado Springs to spend
three weeks taking Jean to her
treatments while Crystal underwent surgery right before
Christmas.
Grateful for a supportive
family, Jean is also thankful
for her other family, the Transystems one.
“One of the biggest blessings of my life is working
for Transystems. The people
I’ve worked with over the
years have become longtime
friends,” she said.

old weather and some
difficulties with equipment did not stop the
crews in Worland and
Sidney from getting beets
delivered on time to the factories.
As always, we had weather
issues during start-up with lots
of mud. But, again as always,
we got through it. The campaigns started well and kept
on running that way. We had
some good weather for hauling beets this year.
Fortunately, we were able to
finish Sidney’s long beet hauls
before the bad weather set in.
That allowed us to send a few
of Sidney’s trucks to Worland
to help out with the long hauls
there. It all worked out well.

Jean

Steve Torix, Rocky Mountain
Division Manager
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Division Reports

RRV challenged by harsh weather

W

ork in the Red
River Valley this
winter can be
summed up in one
word: challenging. It’s the
most challenging campaign I
can recall in all my years with
the company.
We’ve grappled with a lot of
bitter cold weather and below
normal temperatures. Starting
in November, one weather event followed the next.
We worked
through it all:
freezing rain,
blizzards and
whiteouts.
Start-up in mid
to late August
did not give us an inkling of
what we were about to face
later in the fall. It went very
well, getting us off to a great
start on the biggest crop ever
for American Crystal Sugar Company. The volume of
beets is tremendous.
A couple of months into the
campaign, the weather turned
on us. It warmed up some
in December, but since that
brief respite, the thermometer
seems to go in only one direction: down.
Our crews are soldiering
their way through it. A lot of
people are putting in a lot of
extra effort. That’s how we
make it through these things
and get the job done.
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This is how winter looked in the Red River Valley. Minnesota Highway 200, near Halsted. Troy Carl Photo

Among those putting in extra
effort are people from many
of Transystems far-flung
projects. Staffing was another
challenge this year. With stiff
competition for drivers in the
Valley, we are fortunate to be
able to count on other divisions and projects to help out.
Drivers are coming to the
Valley from Sidney, Billings, Worland and Idaho to
help us out. The numbers are
impressive. We will end up
with about two dozen drivers
from other areas. Renville has
pitched in with tractors and
trailers. That’s the beauty of
a company like Transystems.
We can bring resources from
other places to ease the burden. Here in the Red River
Valley, we are very thankful
for the help.
And while the cold takes its
toll on both people and equip-

ment, we still plan on wrapping it up on schedule in May.
The five new 2018 Freightliner tractors we got this summer are working wonderfully.
And we are currently putting
a new DL550 Doosan loader
through its paces.
We are lucky to have too
many stellar employees to
thank them all individually. But I would like to thank
Virgil Purrington for going
the extra mile this campaign.
Along with his regular duties,
he has taken on getting our
new fuel systems off the
ground and additional safety
chores. He has really taken
weight off my shoulders.
Kudos to the maintenance
department for creating an
apron on the unloader in Hillsboro. The apron minimizes
beet spillage and damage.

See RRV, Next page

Division Reports

Idaho enjoying a great beet campaign

I

t’s been smooth sailing
in Idaho during this beet
campaign.
I’ve been with Transystems for nearly 30 years and
this is the nicest haul I’ve ever
seen. It makes up for some of
the struggles we faced in the
last campaign.
Everything is going really
well, especially compared to
last year. This fall and winter we had good weather and
good roads. We are fighting
mud, but that is normal for us.
The weather this fall was
great for digging beets. It
was good and dry and we got
clean beets. For the growers,
it was perfect weather for
harvesting. While it may not
have been a bumper crop, it
was a good one.
Although we had some
struggles in staffing, we
managed to keep our customer satisfied. We met our
customer’s needs and never
got behind on the haul to the
factories. We had a couple of
snowy days that shut us down,
but we never missed a beat on
our deliveries.

RRV

We’re running some new
equipment: five
Volvo and nine
Freightliner
tractors. Every
week, the manufacturing project delivers another new beet trailer for the
129,000 GVW fleet. Soon we
should have 30 new trailers.
As we phase in new equipment, we are scrapping some
old trailers. We sell our worn
equipment to a local company
that dismantles it for scrap.
We hope to wrap things up
the first part of April as we
segue into a full summer of
work. We already have construction jobs on the books
and look forward to working
in northern Idaho and in the
Twin Falls area. Working
close to home is great for our
employees.
I cannot say enough about
the great team Transystems
has here in Idaho. I appreciate
each and every one of them.
Kevin Iversen,
Vice President and General
Manager, Idaho Division

Because of your team efforts,
we will get this job done deContinued from Page 16
spite the challenges.
Thanks to all the hard-workTroy Carl, Vice President
ing drivers, loader operators,
and General Manager
technicians and support staff.
Red River Valley Division

In Memoriam

The Paul Project lost one
of its own this campaign with
the death of Bob Wisecaver,
a driver and artist.
Bob started as a technician in Paul. He later drove
for the Nampa project before
returning to Paul in 2014.
He worked several construction jobs over the years as
well.
He was a talented artist who lived a simple life.
To remain anonymous, he
signed a lot of his artwork
as “Zelda Eyeball” (a name
he called his sister). Bob
saw his artwork as doodling,
just a hobby. He would draw
on a napkin in a restaurant,
sign it Zelda Eyeball and
leave it for the next patron.
He had a great sense of
humor and enjoyed making
others smile and laugh.
Bob will be missed.
Winter 2018 TransTopix 17

Department Reports

Maintenance program makes great strides

D

uring 2017, we were
busy making improvements to our
maintenance program.
This helped improve the fleet
of tractors,
trailers and
loaders for our
customers: the
drivers and
loader operators.
Let’s look at
some of the items we changed.
We talk a lot about the Periodic Maintenance Inspection
(PMI). This has taken off and
improved tractor and trailer
reliability. Did you know we
rolled this program into loaders
in Idaho? We started to do our
own loader PMIs at the Paul
project. We started with two

yard loaders.
We have a technician in the
Red River Valley who travels
out to the loaders and completes inspections. This reduces
the frequency of calling out a
vendor as well as improves the
loaders in the RRV.
Last year we also began the
process of removing the tire inflation systems on our trailers.
This has given us better control
of inflation pressures along
with a significant reduction in
on-road tire failures.
We have improved our tire
program. We continue to improve the quality of our tires
and reduce cost by checking
tire gauges against a master
air gauge that lets us know the
gauge is accurate. We also have
enlisted the help of our tire

vendors to audit the fleet twice
a year. It has helped verify the
improvements being made.
We have increased training.
We have a special training
program for new technicians.
We also have an annual training program for all technicians,
While we have taken many
steps forward in 2017, we
expect 2018 to be even better.
We continue to leverage new
technologies in fleet maintenance for our equipment and
technicians.
The areas we are going to focus on are training and development of our technicians. We
are also going to tackle issues
like freeze ups.
Brian Gresens,
Director of Maintenance

Company's 'A Team' greets new members

R

espect – “I’m here for
you.”
A number of new
project clerks have
joined Transystems this business year. The newcomers have
enjoyed valuable support from
veteran administrative staff
members.
The Red River Valley welcomed a few new faces this
year. Mary Kelly is at East
Grand Forks during the week.
Crystal Erickson takes care of
the East Grand Forks Project
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on the weekends. Sheri Evenson, who is in
her fourth sugar
beet season,
traveled from
the Moorhead
Project to help
train both Mary
and Crystal.
Krystal Wilson is new to the
Drayton Project and has received much help from Tessa
Kent, who is in her third season at Hillsboro Project.
Tessa also trained Andrea

Reed at the Crookston Project
also is from Crookston.
All of the project clerks in
the Idaho Division returned
for this campaign. When asked
about her team, Jodie Hunt,
Division Administration Manager, talks about how cohesive
the Idaho Administrative team
is as a whole.
Jodie says, “Not one clerk
turns away from helping another. They have formed a bond
with a high level of respect for
See A TEAM, Next page

Service Center Spotlight on Danielle McNew

C

oordinator for Safety
Danielle McNew is a
master at multi-tasking.
It’s a skill that serves
her well as she works with insurance carriers, processes loss
requests, reviews and tracks automobile liability and workers
compensation claims, administers and tracks safety audits,
helps develop new processes
and deals with
reams of data
concerning loss
causation, cost
and frequency.
And she does
it all with a
smile on her
Danielle
face. That’s why
she is in the Service Center
Spotlight.
Danielle began at the Transystems Service Center seven
years ago in the personnel
department. Four years ago, she
switched to safety.
“Danielle brings excellent
customer service experience to
the job,” Vice President of Safety Rich Carl said. “She is very
good at working with people
and has grown a lot since start-

ing her position in safety.”
“Most people don’t really
grasp working in the safety
department,” Rich said. “People
are used to quick answers and
results. In safety, building a culture is developed over time and
Danielle understands that.”
Credit her success in the job
to her excellent organizational
skills and ability to handle multiple tasks despite interruptions.
“The most challenging part of
my job is getting things accomplished while fielding phone
calls and interruptions,” she
said. “I must also be available
to my team at all times.”
While little about her job is
routine and there no such thing
as an average day, the rewards
are worth it to her.
“Nothing about my day is
‘typical.’ That is what I love
about my job,” Danielle said.
“I like having an impact on
the bottom line and find it rewarding to recover costs from
third parties for our loss damages,” she said.
“Danielle did a fantastic job
working on recoverable losses
this past year,” Rich comment-

ed. “She really stepped up to the
plate and completed the task.
She is always willing to step in
and help.”
With all the juggling Danielle
does at work, it’s no surprise
that her off-duty times is spent
in more solitary pursuits.
“I absolutely love the outdoors and exploring new places,” she said. “Most weekends
you can find me by the river,
in the woods or on a back road
somewhere. I try to get it at
least one good road trip a year.”
The self-described Navy brat
was born in Naples, Italy, and
spent her early childhood living in Europe and throughout
the United States. Her family
settled in North Bend, WA, and
Danielle spent the next 20 years
in western Washington before
moving to Montana with her
husband George in 2009.
“We found our dream home
in the small community of Sand
Coulee in 2013 and recently
purchased land in the mountains, where we plan to build an
off-grid cabin that we can escape to for vacations and where
we will eventually retire.”

A Team

an Idaho administration position
after a 3-year hiatus and it is as
if she never left.”
Nancy Pacheco is new to the
Sidney Project. Nancy trained
in Billings with Krista Shearer,
who has been with Transystems
for three sugar beet campaigns.
Krista continued to help support
Nancy with online training.

Toni Blood, the Renville
clerk, is in her fourth campaign
this year and is a resource for
other administrative staff members. Toni shares knowledge of
AssetWorks and Ranger troubleshooting and ISE driver logs.

Continued from Page 18

one another; they mentor each
other through new processes."
Cindy Kuttler and Krista
Wickham are the newest members of the Idaho administration
team, and are assets. Jaime
Brown found her way back to

Kari Franks,
Senior Administration Manager
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Safety Report

No slip-ups on safety at Transystems

S

lipping is a significant
risk to Transystems
employees. Slipping
often leads to falls. The
risk of slipping is especially high during, icy, wet, and
muddy conditions. Slipping
is not just a cold
weather risk.
Walking carefully is the first
line of defense
against slipping:
observe risks in your route of
travel, plan your route to avoid
obstacles and slippery conditions, keep your hands out of
your pockets, take short strides,
and wear shoes that have nonskid soles.
Ice and compacted snow are
obvious hazards. Deeper snow
may conceal slippery conditions.
Mud is more difficult to judge
for slippery conditions. When
mud sits on a hard surface such
as metal or hard ground, mud
presents a higher risk of slip-

ping. The same goes for wet
surfaces.
Transystems has tested a
number of shoe attachments
and shoes that offer superior
traction.
The Yaktrax cleat is effective at reducing slipping. The
Yaktrax cleat is easy to put on
and remove. The Yaktrax cleat
does not interfere with operat-

Upper left, Yaktrax; left,
Treksta shoes with IceLock™ soles, above, K1
Series MID-Sole ice cleat.
ing pedals in equipment.
Transystems will furnish a set
of Yaktrax to every employee
who works in conditions that
require extra foot traction.
Alternatives to Yaktrax include
footwear with IceLock™ soles
sold under the Treksta and
Merrell brand names. Transystems is experimenting with
other footwear and attachable
traction devices.
Each project has a supply of
extra Yaktrax for use by employees who arrive at work
without extra-traction footwear.
Rich Carl,
Vice President of Safety

Doosan loader is being tested in RRV

T

ransystems is committed to innovation.
Testing equipment alternatives is part of the
innovation process. Testing is
expensive, but it allows Transystems to determine whether
different equipment provides
more efficiency and lower cost.
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The most recent addition to
the company’s fleet of equipment is a Doosan DL550 front
end loader at the East Grand
Forks Project.
“We are trying this brand for
the first time,” Troy Carl, Vice
President and General Manager of the Red River Valley

Division, said. “We will run it
through its paces and find out
how it performs alongside our
other loaders.”
“We are running the Doosan
to see if the machine can improve our uptime and reduce
equipment maintenance exSee DOOSAN, Next page

Innovation

New gravel trailers custom built to serve customer

T

ransystems manufacturing innovators are
looking toward summer
construction work.
Prompted by Kloepfer Concrete, a customer that the company hauls gravel for in the
summer season, Manufacturing
Project Manager Derek Torix
and his troupe of innovators set
out to build a prototype
gravel trailer to be put through
its paces before the peak hauling season begins.
“So far, we have built one
main and one pup,” Derek said.
“I am not sure we will build
more immediately. Depending on how the customer likes
them, there is a potential to
build ten or more of each.”
The trailers and pups will be
owned and operated by Transystems.
There’s good reason to design
and build trailers specifically
for gravel.
“The gravel trailers are built
with thicker material on the
wear surfaces, such as the gates

from the usual beet builds, the
process was the same for the
crew in Rupert.
“We were able to use the
same jigs and processes,” Derek said. “Actually, they were
easier to build in most aspects.
The shorter sides made them
easier to stand up. A lot of the
higher welding was easy beThe new gravel trailer,
cause the welders could stand
left, is shorter and more
on the floor.”
sturdy than a beet trailer.
The builders did face a chaland hopper, to prevent the load lenge or two.
wearing holes in the unit,”
“It was a bit tighter for the
Derek said. “Also, the gravel
guys to get into the comparttrailers are shorter. The sides
ments to run the electrical and
are made from material that is
air lines and plumb them in,”
5 feet tall, rather than the 7-foot Derek noted.
tall material used in the conThe new gravel main trailer
struction of beet trailers.”
and pup look good and the poWhile built with Kloepfer
tential customer is pleased.
in mind, the trailers could be
“They turned out nice. The
pressed into service on other
customer seems to be champprojects as well.
ing at the bit to get them into
“If there is a chance during
service hauling their product,”
summer construction to try
Derek said. “We have also had
them out in other places, I am
other people stop and check
sure we will,” Derek said.
them out. Everyone seems to
While the trailers are different like them.”

Doosan

Continued from Page 20

pense,” Troy said. “We test out
new equipment in an attempt
to lower operating costs so that
we can pass that savings along
to our customer.”
Transystems values longstanding relationships with
equipment suppliers, but ex-

The new Doosan loader at
work in Grand Forks.
perimentation with alternative
equipment provides useful
information for comparison

of performance and operating
cost. When Transystems began
operating cleaner loaders for
sugar beets, the company began
with the Ropa brand of cleaner
loader. Transystems later tested
the Holmer brand of cleaner
loader and harvester. Transystems operates both brands, but
probably will purchase Holmer
machines in the future.
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Driver development a passion for Ray

F

or nearly as many years
as Ray DeLeon has
been with Transystems,
his heart has been in the
Professional Driver Development program (PDD).
“I have been
at Transystems
for seven years
now and have
been involved
with the training program
for the past
Ray
six, including
five years of the PDD, from its
onset,” Ray said. “This program means a lot to us here in
the Valley.”
He knows of what he speaks.
During the PDD’s first five
years, Ray has trained some
250 drivers. Last summer, he
took on a new role as Project
Manager of the PDD. He now
works with both the skills
mentors and the drivers, honing skills in both groups.
Over the course of the PDD,
Ray has seen the tools and the
program evolve and improve
as new concepts and practices
come into play.
“Over the last five years, we
have tried several new things
as far as the size of the class,
content of the program and,
of course, the simulator,” Ray
said.
He described the simulator
as an awesome learning tool.
“We can put drivers through
adverse conditions without
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risking their safety or the safety of others,” he said.
Ray pointed out that the
PDD has spurred more buy-in
from mentors and even from
the Department of Transportation.
“I work closely with both
the Minnesota and North Dakota DOTs to ensure we are up
to date with all new laws and
procedures that change,” he
said.
One of the primary purposes of the program is to help
the company achieve its goal
of being fully staffed at each
project.
For Ray, the PDD is more
than just a compliance and
training tool.
“I like the way it changes
lives,” he said. “When a driver
completes the PDD, the look
on the driver’s face is priceless. The hair on my arms
stands up every time I see that
look.”
Getting to that point isn’t
always simple.
“The biggest challenge is
getting the drivers to believe
in themselves and their ability
to do what is needed,” Ray
said. “With mentors, the challenge is keeping their spirits
high and not letting them get
frustrated.”
Ray has plenty of experience
to call on to help both mentors and drivers. He started
with Transystems as a driver,
then moved to being a loader

operator. He is now Project
Supervisor for the Crookston
Project, as well as Project
Manager for the PDD.
As is true with all company
leaders, Ray is quick to switch
the focus and give the credit to
the team.
“I want to thank all the skills
mentors who helped out over
the last five years of this program. Without you we could
not do it,” he said.
Those mentors include: Rob
Chambers, Gary Bergman, Joe
Phillips, Danny Lietz, Steve
Frank, Abuzar Salim, Jason
Ray, Danny Nelson, David
Beliles, Mike Wood,
John Gunter, Johnny Atkins,
Mike Swang, Brad Arends,
Clyde Opdahl, Kevin Higdem,
Rick Larson, Robin Novak,
Billy Holum, Jason Holm and
Tom Akerland.
“Most of all I would like to
thank Dave Elsing and Sean
Scott for mentoring me and
giving me the confidence to
take over the course and keeping it successful,” Ray said. “I
have learned a lot from these
gentlemen and I hope to pass
it on throughout my career
here at Transystems.”
Ray enjoys playing softball
and coed volleyball with his
wife Tracy Luna. The couple
have two children, Maximus
and Piper, who occupy much
of the family’s time with activities such as dance lessons,
ice skating and wrestling.

Good news
The Red River Valley
has plenty to celebrate this
season.
Tim Higdem, Drayton
supervisor, welcomed
his tenth grandchild, left.
Jamesen Jackson Yeung
was born Dec. 6, and
weighed in at 9 pounds, 3
ounces. Jamesen was wel-

comed by siblings, Danny,
Darren, Quinten, Westin
and Jaiden.
Jake Larson returned
from a year deployed to
Afghanistan. He is RRV
Special Projects Manager.
Ben Purrington and
Stacy Radovich chose

Feb. 10 as the date to
gather family and firneds
to witness their wedding
in East Grand Forks. Ben
is Division Maintenance
Manager for the Red River
Valley and Stacy worked
in the Service Center in
Great Falls before moving
to North Dakota last year.

Happy Birthday!
February

1. John Weimer, Gary

Paulsen, Tim Cantrell,
Jeremy Knudson,
Dwayne McFarland, Kyle
Stewart, Luis Rocha Pacheco, Michael Wicorek,
Stanley Myhre, Steven
Tank, Tara Carpenter.
2. Branden Carl, Calvin Schaumburg, Dean
Anderson, Douglas
Forsythe, Elden Lyne,
Joshua Rhinehart, Rodney Burch.
3. Donald Cline, Jason
Strunk.
4. Dennis Anderson, Jay
Bolinske, Kyle Albro, Levi
Bailey, Pat Guinn, Roberto Carhuas, Timothy
Hogg, Toni Clark.
5. Dale Anderson, Larry
Ball.
6. James Fritz, Gordon
Helmer, Jack Selph,
Charles Frew.
7. Layce Whitworth, Nichole Cron, Mario Amescua.
8. Wayne Suda.
9. Terry Short, Ralph Novak, David Taylor, Jason
Ray.
10. Charles Matthews,
Greg Adams, Bruce
Watts, David Beliles,
Gabriel Fajardo, Sasha
Henslee.
11. Benedict Dvorak, Andrew Teal, James Ryer.
12. Richard Slyt, Timothy
Kachmarzinski, Michael
Ball.
13. Edward Keller,
Jack Gochnour, Connie
Marlette, Cody William,
Jeffrey Ondrush.
14. Richard Ingham,
Dawn Bergquist, Christopher Arneson, Abdullahi
Abdi.
15.Jimmy Wanzer,
Richard Lohman, Jacob
McHargue, Laurel Jensen.
16. Sophia Bortz, Shawn
Bales, Ricardo Elizando.
17. Kenneth Leathers,
David Christopherson,
Hector Chia Montiel,
Derek Hakeneis, Thomas

Winch.
18. Patrick Paslay,
Milton Delgadillo, Shane
Revels, Austin Schindler,
Brandon Zuniga, Kenneth
Hodek, Nathaniel Hunt.
19. Lee Langworthy,
Bryce Brasher, Larry Greenwalt, Michael Schaible.
20. Jose Rodriguez Marin,
Robert Toombs, Myron
Danielson.
21. Thomas Bell, Lucas
McHargue, Zackary
Newton.
22. Kevin Olson, Felicia
Alaniz, David Mortensen,
Duaine Zaeska.
23. Abuzar Salim, Lyle
Campbell.
24. Allen French, Kathryn Durrant, Michael
Trolinger, Ashton Pelletier, Keenen Golliet.
25. Chad Rolland, Julian
Dahl, Curtis Lenoir, Billy
Johnson, Daniel Stusynski, Gary Golay.
26. Steven Velman, Jody
Heinle, Brian Kitt, Justin
Wilson, Adam Stieha,
Ezekiel Nott, William
Thompson.
27. Brion Nelson, Evan
McEntire, Devon Gloege.
28. Sheldon Walde, Ryan
Woodland, Amar Maldonado, Bernard Balderston, Paul Linde, Rachel
Watson.
29. Steven Vansell.

March

1. Jason Sorrick, Khalid
Al Shaikhli, Roger Riely,
Rose Fryar.
2. Cason Baumgartner,
Donald Hansen, Dustin
Beliles, Gustavo Rodriguez-Quinonez, Kamal
Chafiane, Kellie Barker,
Loy Bell, Ronald Lindley,
Sherri Clark.
3. Bruce Davidson, Farah
Ali, Jeffrey Fields, Jerome Larson, Ted Smith,
Thomas Curl.
4. Charlie Stops Jr.,
Christopher Guetter, Dennis Weigt, Kevin Thompson, Larry Graham Jr.,

Nicholas Wittman, Ross
Hoffer.
5. Glenn Luchenburg, Jared Davis Joel Gomez Morillon, William Brockway.
6. Darrick Sharp, Gary
Brown, Jordan Kisler,
Joshua Neumann, Kevin
Higdem, Melton Dadeah.
7. Brian Kimpling, Carson
Munk, Dwight Tibbetts.
8. Kelly McKinlay, Wendell Berg.
9. Becky Whitcomb,
George Mickolio, Glen
Goodsell, Lisa Leathers,
Paul Allen, Ronald Brackett Sr.
10. Alexander Franklin,
Andrew Chuha, Brett
Costello, Bryan Roush,
Sage Sprenger.
11. Joleen Landis, Steven
Ash, Thomas Goeddel.
12. Gloria Soto, James
Miller, Kevin Woodman.
13. Abdinoor Igal, Bruce
Hall, Daniel Bennett, Larry Krogstad, Paul Cowan.
14. Eduardo Ceniceros,
Scott Haag.
15. Aaron McCann, Ashtin Fuentes, James Goggins, Michael Jeffries,
Mohamed Mohamed Nur.
16. Anthony Negen, Brian
Turner, Jerry Nay, Mark
Hillman, Peguy Eloi,
Phillip Poirier, Randall
Estes, Ronald Thornton,
Stormylynn Manley.
17. Jacy Vanort, Tyler
Wetherelt.
18. Daniel Corby, James
Hove, Jon Kovach, Richard Pottenger, Shawn
Etheridge.
19. Bret Whitaker, Chad
McLaughlin, Derrick
Huestis, Eric Nephew,
Jacob Carter.
20. Aleksandar Zovko,
Antonio Garcia Velasco,
Jason Struthers, Scott
Moulton.
21. Thomas Daniel.
22. Arlen Hurst, Jeremy Southwood, Loren
Bittner, Ryan Bartlett,
William Perkins.
23. Bruce Feldman, Darcy

Hawk, Lucas Sherburne,
Todd Breezee.
24. Mark Andreasen,
William Helgoe, Yolanda
Quintana.
25. David Marynik,
Franklin Eckrote, Jennifer Strohman, Joseph
Dilworth, Sean Willman,
Terry Leach.
26. Dale Munter, Matthew
Gage.
27. Charles Thomason,
Maxwell Lamb, Nathan
Wrigley, Richard Crowe,
Robert Eckles, Royce
Black.
28. Brandy Childress,
Eric Esterholt, Jacob
Kelly, Patricia Beeler.
29. Brandon Waterbury,
Codey Carrick, Monte
Martin.
30. Aron Mullis, Curtis
Lamb, Derek Torix, Dirk
Torix, Don Christensen,
Gregory Bakker, Juan
Juarez, Robert Whitaker.
31. Hugo De La Garza,
Rodrigo Arteaga.

April

1. Anthony Moffitt, David
Lines, James Battey,
Stephen Keene.
2. Chad Linn, David
Robertus, Deeann Kroshus, Kaden Schultz, Steven Duis, Wesley Orme.
3. Alfred Markham, Delbert Cornish, Louanna
Woolsey, Paul Barnes,
Terrel Anderson.
4. Jesus Gomez, Matthew
Hjort, Muhiadin Farah,
Viki Gallagher.
5. Douglas Pelletier, Jason Swanson, Jonathan
Rivard, Marshall Henrie.
6. Cecil Killingsworth,
George Myhre, Robert
Campbell.
7. Brett Boomgaarden,
Dennis Dammann,
Hans Krahenbuhl, Jim
Woodward, Joel Carlson,
Joseph Lohrey.
8. Kaley Haynes, Wayne
Zimmer.
9. Chrissy Kowalczik,
Gregory Huffman, Jere-

my Groat, Roger Rutherford.
10. Ann Sikora-Thompson, Craig Berg, Daniel
Peer, Kevin Anderson,
Leon Gerhard, Michael
Luibrand.
11. Alpha Mathews, Mark
Garner, Penny Hill.
12. Dylan Bedard, Stephen Askew.
13. April Sharp, Pamela
Pratt, Steven Worner.
15. Arland Leider, Brenden Benjamin, Daniel
Toland, Jacob Larson,
Wayne Johnson.
16. Bobby Roberts, Christopher Highness, Robert
Hamilton, Tim Shields,
Wylan Plainfeather.
17. James Burgmeyer,
Joshua Tousignant, Kent
Stokke, Lloyd Hagemeier,
Paul Thoman, Robert Bernal III, Robert Rothmeier,
Torey Elliott.
18. Charles Robinson,
Destani Hill, James
Schramm, Steven
Bahmer, Tony Rhoades.
19. April Van Voorhees,
Eric Bagley, Patricia Culbertson, Walter Roy.
20. Brent Meissel,
Kelvin Krueger, Michael
Dschaak.
21. Adrian Alvarado Varela, Clinton Berg, John
Hillstad, Nathan Price.
23. Crystal Erickson,
John Morris, Wayne
Gapp.
24. Douglas Runia, Harry
Bullis, Jason Storey.
25. Ryhan McFaddin, Sandra Kuhn, Steven Schill.
26. Brenda Sisk, Howard
Calhoun, Pedro Gonzales,
Saul Vega Cortes, Shawn
Crockett, Skip Fowler.
27. Logan Arends, William Cowden.
28. Colleen Danielson,
Devin Gunderson, Travis
Tomberlin.
29. Arnold Fine, Brent
Zantow, Joshua Lende,
Scott Johnson.
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Parting Shots
A number of Transystems folks took
to the hills this fall
in pursuit of elk. It
wasn’t easy, but they
succeeded.
Rich Carl, his wife
Terri and their daughter Bailey pulled off a
trifecta: each harvested an elk within hours
of one another.
Rich noted that the
elk were taken nine
miles from a trailhead
in Central Montana.
“This year was a
good one for my family, like many other
hunters in the region.
We took our three elk
cows on the second
day of the season.”
The Carls are old
hands at the hunt. It
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Left to right, Terri Carl with her elk; Bailey and Rich Carl; Scott Lind
with his first elk.

was Rich’s fifth elk
and Terri and Bailey’s
second.
Rich readily admits
that he loves to hunt.
“I would not enjoy
hunting as much if my
family wasn’t with
me. We have a great
time together," he
said.

The Torix family is
another family that
hunts together. This
fall, Derek filled his
tag with a young elk
buck while hunting
with his dad, Steve,
and brothers.
The family headed
into the Sawtooth
Mountains north of

Stanley, ID for a fiveday hunt in mid-October.
“Luckily, I got him
the last day,” Derek
said. “He’s just a little
spike, nothing huge,
but it’s good eating.”
Scott Lind took his
first elk in the wilds
of Montana.

